Calamitic bolaamphiphiles with (semi)perfluorinated lateral chains: polyphilic block molecules with new liquid crystalline phase structures.
Novel bolaamphiphiles consisting of a rigid biphenyl unit, two terminal polar 1,2-diol units and laterally attached (semi)perfluorinated chains have been synthesized via palladium-catalyzed cross coupling reactions as the key step. The thermotropic liquid crystalline behavior of these compounds was investigated by polarized light optical microscopy, DSC, and X-ray scattering, and the influences of the length, number, structure, and position of the lateral chain on the mesomorphic properties were studied. A wide variety of unique liquid crystalline phases were found upon elongation of the lateral semiperfluorinated chains. For short- and medium-chain length a series of columnar phases were observed, and upon further elongation of the lateral chain a series of novel mesophases with layer structures were found. In the columnar phases, the nonpolar lateral chains segregate into columns, which are embedded in honeycomb-like networks of cylinders consisting of the biphenyl units. Strings of hydrogen-bonding networks of the diol groups provide cohesive forces, which maintain the overall structure. Changing the length of the lateral chains influences the diameter of the columns and thus determines the number of biphenyl units which are required to surround these columns. The number of these units [four (c2mm, p4mm), five (p2gg), six (p6mm), eight (c2mm) or 10 (p2gg)] defines the shape of the cylinders as well as the lattice type of the columnar phase. It is proposed that the columnar phases with a p2gg lattice result from the regular organization of pairs of cylinders which have a pentagonal cross sectional shape. In the mesophases with layer structure the aromatic rodlike cores are arranged parallel to the layer planes, and the onset of orientational and positional ordering of the biphenyl segments leads to a sequence of subtypes for these lamellar phases (Lam(Iso)-Lam(N)-Lam(X)).